Holy Hallucinations 2
This is a response to mysticalforest's video, 'Atheism And Evolution Go Hand In Hand.'
In it, you claim that evolution has been disproved by zoologists who have suggested that birds may not have evolved from dinosaurs. I Googled your exact words and found you were quoting verbatim from the festering puss-hole of a webshiteknown as answersingenesis.org.
If you want to mount a strong case to rationalists, you might want to consider using some real reason, logic and evidence and not just lame propaganda. Just a thought. So why didn't you look past their blatant quote-mining and check out the OSU website to see what the people who did the actual work have to say on the matter? Don't you want to know the facts? Or at least hear both sides of the story?
Or are you so obsessed with clinging to your beliefs at any cost, that you will throw even truth and reason to the fire? If you had looked further you would have found that the only thing in question is the exact evolutionary lineage of birds, not the fact that they evolved. Not quite what you claimed, is it?
And don't you think it telling that scientists are willing to question their assumptions and theories? This idea is a valid one and has been aired. Now it will stand or fall based on its own merits. Not on the personal beliefs and desires of its proponents or opponents. That is how science got us from this to this. Because it is willing to change.
And by change, I don't mean jumping wildly from one speculative and unsupported guess to another. But gradual improvements. Each increment founded in empirical evidence and logical deduction and tempered in the forge of peer review.
By contrast, in 2000 years your inflexible, unyielding and dogmatic philosophy has got you from this.... to this. Notice the difference? In any case, you chose to look no further than your own self-affirming source. So perhaps you have no curiosity about the facts. Or are scared of them.
But now that I have pointed this out, I would advise against using this particular argument again. After all, isn't lying is a sin? And you don't want to end up next to me in hell waiting to have your bottom prodded with a pitchfork, do you?
You also rhetorically asked why, if man has been on earth for 100,000 years, did technology only develop in the last 5,000 and not much earlier? The naivety of your question reflects your simplistic beliefs that everything popped into existance fully formed - including man.
Development of technology required the development of first language and then, more importantly, writing. And that took a long time. There is also a certain irony in your question that is obviously lost on you. Because it didn't take 5000 years to get to where we are. The overwhelming majority of mankind's knowledge has been accumulated in the last 400 years.
Because, before that, progress was held back by those who were afraid of the unknown. Those who sated that gnawing fear in the pits of their stomachs with facile stories of gods and spirits. Those to whom the comfort of any explanation, no matter how ludicrous, was better than no explanation at all.
Those same cowards that refused to allow others to question lest they shatter the security of their delusion. You know? People like you.
Christianity alone is responsible for 1000 years of lost progress. And the arab world was center of scientific and mathematical discovery until the dawn of Islam. And now you and your fellow fools are doing all that you can to drag us all, kicking and screaming back into the dark ages. Back to burning witches. Back to stoning. Back to ruthlessly beating our children.
And though you may deny that this is where it would lead, history would tend to disagree. Thanks, but no thanks. So instead of proudly parading your ignorance and stupidity over the internet I would strongly urge you to take up bryantulsa's kind offer to help you with your education, because, right now, all you are doing is embarrassing yourself.

